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department of manual labor that does not induce .s own set

of pCCU] I an tics,-pecul ianities which, though less within the

range of the observation of men in the habit of recording what

they remark, are not less real than those of the man of physic
or of law. The barber is as unlike the weaver, and the tailor

as unlike both, as the ihrrner is unlike the soldier, or as either

farmer or soldier is unlike the merchant, lawyer or minister.

And it is only on the same sort of principle that all men, when

seen from the top of a lofty tower, whether they be tall or

short, seem of the same stature, that these differences escape
the notice of men in the higher walks.

Between theworkmen that pass sedentary lives within doors,

such as weavers and tailors, and those who labor in. the open
air, such as masons and ploughmen, there exists a grand gen
eric difference. Sedentary mechanics are usually less cone

tented than laborious ones; and as they almost always work
in parties, and as their comparatively light, though often long
and wearily-plied employments do not so much strain their

respiratory organs but that they can keep up an interchange
of idea when at their toils, thpy are generally much better able
to state their grievances, and much more fluent in speculating
on their causes. They develop more freely than the labor
ious out-of-door workers of the country, and present, as a class,
a more intelligent aspect. On the other hand, when the open
air worker does so overcome his difficulties as to get fairly
developed, he is usually of a fresher and more vigorous type
than the sedentary one. Burns, Hogg, Allan Cunningham, are
the literary representatives of the order; and it will be found.
that they stand considerably in advance of the Thorns, Bloom
fields, and Tammhills that represent the sedentary workmen.
The silent, solitary, hard-toiled men, if nature has put no better
stuff in them than that of which stump-orators and Chartist
lecturers are made, remain silent, repressed by their circum
stances ; but if of a higher grade, and if they once do get their
mouths fairly opened, they speak with power, and bear with
them into our literature the freshness of the green earth and
the freedom of the open sky.
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